(i) Under what conditions does there exist a one-to-one continuous lattice homomorphism tt embedding G in the Cartesian product of totally ordered topological lattices {Ca \ a e A} with the pointwise order on the product? If G is representable, as an /-group, can the Ca be taken as totally ordered //-groups (notation: ro-groups) and iras a group homomorphism?
1. Introduction. A topological lattice-ordered group (notation: ?/-group) is a triple (G, S, T) (henceforth denoted simply by G) where G is a group, S a partial order, and T a topology on the underlying set \G\ of G such that (i) (G, S) is a lattice-ordered group (notation: /-group), (ii) (G, T) is a topological group, and (iii) (\G\, S, T) is a topological lattice. It is assumed throughout that topological spaces are Ty. Familiar examples are Rn with the component-wise order and the real valued continuous functions on the unit interval with the point-open topology. With similar results in mind for topological lattices [1] , [4] , topological semilattices [14, pp. 33-72] , and /-groups [13, pp. 88-89] we consider the following questions.
(i) Under what conditions does there exist a one-to-one continuous lattice homomorphism tt embedding G in the Cartesian product of totally ordered topological lattices {Ca \ a e A} with the pointwise order on the product? If G is representable, as an /-group, can the Ca be taken as totally ordered //-groups (notation: ro-groups) and iras a group homomorphism?
(ii) Assuming that G can be so embedded, under what conditions is tt: G -> Gtt even a homeomorphism, where Gtt inherits its topology as a subspace of the full product?
Let G be an /-group. The symbol e shall be used throughout to denote the identity of the group under discussion. We use G+ to designate {zeG | z = e} and the elements x, y e G are called disjoint if |.x| A\y\=e where for zeG, \z\ =zv z'1. A set Cs G is convex in G if from cx, c2 e C, .re G, Cy S x S c2 it follows that xeC. An l-subgroup of G is a subgroup which is also a sublattice. An l-ideal of G is a convex normal /-subgroup of G. If M is a convex /-subgroup of G then there is a unique natural way to partially order the right cosets G/M of M so that G/M is a lattice and the natural map tt: G^-G/M is a lattice homomorphism ((a V ¿>)ir = a7rv bn, (a /\b)iT=aTT Abn). If M is an /-ideal then G/M is an /-group and tt is an l-homomorphism (a group and lattice homomorphism). If G is a ¿/-group and M is a closed convex /-subgroup then there is a unique natural way to topologize G/M so that G/M is a topological lattice and the natural map w: G -> G/M is continuous and open. If M is a closed /-ideal then G/M is a r/-group and ■n : G -*> G/M provides a one-to-one correspondence between the closed convex /-subgroups of G which contain M and the closed convex /-subgroups of G/M. If G and H are //-groups and y : G -> H is a continuous /-homomorphism the kernel of y is a closed /-ideal of G.
If {Ga \ae A) are /-groups, the direct product \~[asA Ga is the set of all functions f on A such that the ath component /(a) is in Ga ; the operations in YlaeA Ga are performed component-wise. Then \~[asA Ga is an /-group. An /-group G is said to be a subdirect sum of {Ga \ a e A} if G is an /-subgroup of riae/i G« ar>d eacn projection map 7Ta: G -> Ga is a surjection. If each Ga is a //-group, l~la6¿ Ca shall be considered to have the Cartesian topology so Oae/i G0 is also a //-group. A //-group G is said to be a t-subdirect sum of //-groups {Ga | a e A} if G is a subdirect sum of {C0 | a e A} as an /-group and the topology on G is that inherited from \~JasA Ga. An /-group G is said to be representable if there is an /-isomorphism (one-to-one /-homomorphism) of G onto a subdirect sum of totally ordered /-groups (notation : If A and B are subsets of G let ^\5={xe G | xeA, x$ B}. Let /F = G\,4. We use 0 to denote the empty set. For background information in /-groups and topological groups see [7] , [13] , [17] . The author is grateful to the referee especially for his simplifications of the original proofs of Proposition 7 and Lemma 11.
2. Examples. Every /-group G may be endowed with the discrete topology and therefore be considered to be a //-group. Furthermore, if G is totally ordered, G with the interval topology is a /o-group. On the other hand, if G is a totally ordered topological lattice and gx, g2e G with gx <g2 then {g | gx <g<g2} is open. There do exist /o-groups whose topologies lie properly between the interval and discrete topologies [15, p. 55] although even for totally ordered topological lattices this cannot happen in the connected locally compact case. Proof. The collection {L(g) | g e G} has the finite intersection property so if G were compact there would exist x e f\ec L(g) contradicting the fact that an /-group can have no smallest element.
Theorem 3. If G is a tl-group and geG then the homotopy groups Yln(G, g), n> 1, are trivial.
Proof. It suffices by homogeneity to show that IIn (G, e) is trivial. We show that Tly (G, e) is trivial and remark that the proof is easily generalized.
Let / denote the unit interval and let/be a continuous map from / into G with /(0)=/(l) = e. Let/+(f)=/(Ove-and let f-(t)=f(t) A e and define F+ :IxI^G and F-.IxI-^G by F+(s, t)=fi+(t)Afi+(t-ts) and F~(s, t)=fi-(t)vf-(t-ts)
respectively. It is then easy to check that if H(s,t) = F*(s,t)F-(s,t) then #(0, t)=f(t), H(l, t) = e, and H(s, 0) = H(s, l) = e\ 3. The Ty radical. The theory developed in this section is closely analogous to portions of the theory of the distributive radical developed in [9] . Proposition 4. Let M be a convex l-subgroup of a tl-group G. Then M° is a convex l-subgroup. If M is an l-ideal then so is Mc. If we now define the Fx radical, Tx(G), to be the intersection of the closures of the minimal prime convex /-subgroups of the //-group G the following results are immediate. Theorem 6. Let G be a representable tl-group. Then G is l-isomorphic to a t-subdirect sum of to-groups by an ¡-isomorphism which is continuous if and only ifTx(G) = {e).
In order to show that Tx(G) has the usual radical properties we need the following result which is an analogue of a result in [9, Lemma 3.3]. (v) Tx(G) = {e} if and only if Tx(C(g)) = {e} for all g e G where C(g) denotes the convex l-subgroup of G generated by g. Proof, (i) We only need normality. But for xeG, x-'Tx(G)x = Wn m¡\x e n x~*msx = n (x-^xy = Tx(G). (ii) Certainly Fx(A/)£ M n TX(G) since if C is a closed prime convex /-subgroup of G then C n M is a closed prime convex /-subgroup of M. Now let g e M n TX(G), g>e, and suppose by way of contradiction that K is a closed prime convex /-subgroup of M with g $ K. Let A/x be a maximal convex /-subgroup of M with respect to missing g such that KsMx-By Proposition 7, Mx is closed in M.
Let N be a maximal convex /-subgroup of G with respect to missing g and such that A/x£ JV. Then N n M = MX and N is prime in G. We claim that g f Nc for the Suppose on the other hand that Tx(C(g)) = {e} for all g e G and suppose x e Tx(G). Then x e Tx(G) n C(x) = Tx(C(x)) so x=e.
In of A such that flf-i NaU,zO.
Proof. If tt is a homeomorphism it is easy to see that (*) holds. Now suppose that (*) is satisfied. It will suffice to show that tt'1 is continuous at en. So let O be a neighborhood of e in G. Let O* be a neighborhood of e such that 0*0* £0. Using (*) we can pick {Ny,..., Nk}z{Na | a e A} and a neighborhood Ox of e with (C\ï-iNi)OiÇO*. We may assume that for each i, 1=/<A\ B^d^tN^Ni. Proof. For i=l,2,...,k pick at>e, a, e (H/im Nj)\Ni. Then N¡ = at = {z e G \ \z\ A a, = e).
For let z> e. If z e Nx then za a, e H*-i Nj={e} so z e ai. On the other hand, if z e af then zAat = e so since N¡ is prime, z e Nx. It follows from the continuity of A that Nt is closed, /= 1,2,..., k.
Let us assume for the moment that w,, the restriction of the natural map TTt: G -> G/N, to Bi = fs\j¿t N¡, is a surjection. Then for x e G, xNx = o¡/V¡ = /V;0( = Ntx for some b¡ e /?, since |o¡| A \n¡\ =e for all n¡ e Nx and disjoint elements commute. Hence, Nt is normal in G. Furthermore, for each positive (jVx.vx, N2x2,..., Nkxk) in ¡If-1 (GINi) we have (NlXl, N2x2, ..., Nkxk) = (AV>X, N2b2, ..., Nkbk) = (ox v b2 v • • • v bk)ir with b¡ e B¡. Hence, tt is a surjection.
To show that #, is a surjection observe that by Lemma 11, 5, 7? , is open in G/N¡. Now let Nig f 5,7?,. Then (B^^g* is a neighborhood of N{g and it is easy to check that (Biir^g* n Bítt1= 0 so Ä,7r, is also closed in G/N¡. By connectivity, 5,7?, is all of G/7V,. Corollary 14. Let G be a connected locally compact tl-group which contains a finite collection of prime convex l-subgroups which meet in the identity. Then G is isomorphic as a tl-group to Rk for some integer k.
Proof. Every finite collection of subgroups which meets in the identity contains a subcollection Nx,..., Nk which meets in the identity and also has the property that Ojti Nj$.Nt, i=l,2,...,k.
Each G/N¡ is a connected locally compact tlgroup so is isomorphic as a //-group to R. Since {Nx,.. -, Nk} satisfies (*) and 7r is a surjection we are done.
Definition. If L is a lattice, then the breadth of L, denoted by Br (L), is the smallest integer n such that any finite subset F of L has a subset F* of at most n elements such that /\fsFf= A/'ef/*-Let Xhe a locally compact Hausdorff space. We shall use cov (X) to denote the Lebesgue covering dimension of X and ind (X) to denote the inductive dimension of Urysohn and Menger. Let cd (X) denote the Cohen codimension of A' [10] .
Theorem 15. Let G be a connected locally compact tl-group. Then if either Br (G) = n, cd (G) = n, cov(G) = «, or ind(G) = «, G is isomorphic as a tl-group to Rn.
